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Abstract: Recent constant composition dissolution studies of sparingly soluble calcium phosphates have revealed
an interesting and unusual behavior in that the rates decreased, eventually resulting in effective suppression,
even though the solutions remained undersaturated. Contrary to traditional theories of dissolution, these
experimental results indicated the importance of not only the particle size on the dissolution rate but also the
participation of critical phenomena. In these theories, it is assumed that when the dissolution reactions are
initiated, they continue spontaneously until all solid phase has disappeared. In terms of these mechanisms,
there are no critical phenomena in the dissolution mechanism. Although the crystal size decreases during
dissolution, when the reaction is controlled by polypitting (formation and growth of pits), the edge free energy
increases at the very first stage due to the creation of pits and dissolution steps. The constant composition
experimental results demonstrate the development of surface roughness as the dissolution steps are formed,
implying an increase of the total edge length during the reactions. In an exactly analogous mechanism to
crystal growth, the participation of critical conditions involving dissolution steps is a possibility. In contrast to
crystal growth, dissolution is a process of size reduction and, when the particle size is sufficiently reduced,
critical phenomena become important so that the influence of size must be taken into consideration. This
paper proposes such a model for dissolution reactions, and although these unusual phenomena probably apply
to all mineral phases, they are more evident for sparingly soluble electrolytes in which the critical conditions
are attained much more readily.

Introduction

In terms of well-established theories of crystallization, when
critical condition are attained, nucleation and growth processes
are initiated and continue spontaneously in supersaturated
solutions. ∆G(r), the change of Gibbs free energy for the
formation of a two-dimensional nucleus of radiusr, is given
by eq 1

in which ∆g is the change in Gibbs energy per growth unit
(atom/molecule) from liquid to solid,γ is the edge-free energy,
andΩ is the area occupied by each growth unit. In eq 1, the
first term on the right-hand side represents the supersaturation
driven decrease of free energy during the phasetransformation
(nucleation) while the second term describes the increase of the
edge-free energy accompanying the creation of new nuclei. The
critical size,r* , obtained by setting∂(∆G)/∂(r) ) 0, is given
by eq 2

In comparison to the more mature theories of crystal growth,
dissolution has received much less attention despite its
importance.1-3 Although recent progress in dissolution studies

by in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM)4,5 and scanning
electrochemical microscopy (SECM)6-8 have revealed the
importance of pit formation and development, the second term
on the right-hand side of eq 1 is either ignored or assumed to
be negative in most dissolution studies.9-11 This is partly because
dissolution results in a reduction of crystal size/interface area
and partly because crystal edges are always ready sources of
dissolution steps at which dissolution can take place.12,13

In most kinetic studies, the dissolution rate has been expressed
analogously to crystal growth by eq 3,11,14,15

wherew is the slope of vicinal hillocks,â is the face kinetic
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coefficient (a constant for each crystallite face), andc andce

are the concentrations at timet and at equilibrium, respectively.
Equation 3 implies that the dissolution rate should be constant
when the undersaturation is maintained. Recently, however, it
has been shown that this simple representation of dissolution is
unsatisfactory as exemplified by the different mechanisms that
have been proposed for the same reaction;16-19 clearly dissolu-
tion cannot be considered simply by analogy to crystal
growth.20,21 Constant composition studies of the dissolution of
the calcium phosphates have shown that the rates decrease
markedly with time despite a sustained undersaturation.20-25 In
the present work, the rates approach zero even though crystals
remain in the undersaturated solutions, an analogous phenom-
enon to that observed in crystallization in which nucleation/
growth may not occur below the critical condition requirements.
Our studies have also shown that dissolution of crystals that
have undergone suppressed dissolution can resume when the
degree of undersaturation is changed to either higher or lower
values.21 Clearly, these results cannot be interpreted in term of
current dissolution models and it is suggested that the second
term of eq 1 may assume positive values under certain
conditions requiring the introduction of a critical condition for
dissolution.

In the present work, a number of calcium phosphates, namely,
dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (CaHPO4‚2H2O, DCPD),â-tri-
calcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2, TCP), octacalcium phosphate
(Ca8H2(PO4)6‚5H2O, OCP), and hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6-
(OH)2, HAP), have been investigated to test this dissolution
model. These phases were selected for study because of their
importance in biomineralization.2,3,26-28

Experiment and Methods

In the constant composition (CC) method, multiple titrant solutions
were added simultaneously to the reaction solutions to compensate for
the changes of lattice ion concentrations during the reactions.29,30Titrants
having stoichiometries matching those of the dissolving phases while
taking into account dilution effects were prepared. The dissolution
experiments, initiated by the introduction of known amounts of crystal
seeds, were conducted in magnetically stirred (450 rpm) double-walled
Pyrex vessels thermostated at 37.0( 0.1 °C. Undersaturated solutions
were prepared by slowly mixing calcium chloride and potassium
dihydrogen phosphate with sodium chloride to maintain the ionic
strength,I, at 0.15 mol L-1. The pH was adjusted to the desired value
between 4.00 and 6.80 using potassium hydroxide or hydrochloric acid.

Titrant addition was trigged by a potentiometer (Orion 720A, U.K.)
incorporating a glass (Orion No. 91-01, U.K.) and reference (Orion
900100, U.K.) electrode. During the dissolution, the potential of the
potentiometer was constantly compared with a preset value and the
difference, or error signal, activated motor-driven titrant burets. Thus,
a constant thermodynamic driving force for the dissolution was
maintained. During the reactions, slurry samples were periodically
withdrawn and filtered (0.22µm Millipore filter) and the solutions were
analyzed for total calcium (atomic absorption) and phosphate (spec-
trophotometrically as the vanadomolybdate complex); during the
experiments concentrations remained constant to within 1%.

The overall crystal dissolution flux rate,J (expressed as moles of
dissolved crystals per min per m2 of total seeds), was calculated from
the recorded time/titrant volume curves using eq 4.

In eq 4, the rate was normalized with respect to the seed surface area,
AT. TCa

w is the total molar calcium concentration in the undersaturated
solution, dV/dt is the gradient of the titrant curves, andNCa is the number
of calcium ions in the formula unit of the dissolving phase. The initial
value ofAT was calculated from the specific surface area of the seeds,
and the subsequent values during dissolution were estimated from the
dissolution model described previously.21,31To test model theories, the
linear rate of dissolution,R, was calculated from the flux rate as
described previously.21,31

The relative undersaturation,σ, is given by eq 5

whereSis the undersaturation ratio,V is the number of ions in a formula
unit of the dissolving phase, and IP andKsp are the ionic activity and
solubility products, respectively. Solution speciation calculations were
made using the extended Debye-Hückel equation proposed by Davies
32,33from mass balance expressions for total calcium and total phosphate
with appropriate equilibrium constants by successive approximation
for the ionic strength. Values adopted for the dissociation constants of
phosphoric acid wereK1 ) 6.22× 10-3,22 K2 ) 6.59× 10-8,35 andK3

) 6.6 × 10-13 mol L-1,36 and the water ionic product was 2.40×
10-14 mol2 L-2.37 The formation constants for the ion pairs CaH2PO4

+,
CaHPO4, CaPO4

-, and CaOH+ were taken as 28.1,20 589, 1.40× 106,
and 25 L mol-1,38 respectively. The solubility activity products,Ksp,
of DCPD, TCP, OCP, and HAP were 2.32× 10-7 mol2 L-2, 2.83×
10-30 mol5 L-5, 2.51 × 10-99 mol16 L-16, and 5.52× 10-118 mol18

L-18, respectively.39,40

DCPD, OCP, and HAP seed crystals were prepared as described
elsewhere,18,41,42 and TCP was obtained from Clarkson (South Will-
iamsport, PA). All samples were characterized by chemical analysis,43
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determined by BET nitrogen adsorption (30:70 N2/He, Quantasorb II,
Quantachrome).44

Results and Discussions

Under CC experimental conditions, the term (ce - c) in eq 3
is maintained constant, and accordingly, the dissolution rate
should be constant. However, as shown in Figure 1 the
experimental dissolution rates decreased markedly with time,
eventually tending to zero. It should be noted that for DCPD
dissolution the CC method was capable of quantifying flux rates
as low as 10-9-10-8 mol m-2 min-1 (the estimatedm andâ
values were approximately 1× 10-3 and 0.01 cm/s, respec-
tively11). When the rates decreased below this limit, the process
was regarded as being essentially suppressed. Typically, the
dissolution rates of DCPD were reduced to effective suppression
in only 2-5 h. At that time, crystallites remained in the
undersaturated solutions and the percentage of the dissolved
crystals before reaching that stage increased with increasing
undersaturation, the values being about 64%, 68%, 73%, and
79% atσ values of 0.060, 0.173, 0.348, and 0.494, respectively.
This unexpected dissolution suppression was also observed with
the other sparingly soluble calcium phosphates. The effect is
expressed more clearly in Figure 2 as a plot of titrant volume
as a function of time for OCP dissolution. This figure shows
(in dotted lines) the expected titrant volumes that would be
obtained if the solid phases completely dissolved. However, only
30%, 45%, and 55% of added OCP seeds underwent dissolution
at relative undersaturations of 0.171, 0.352, and 0.525, respec-
tively. The dissolution of TCP behaved similarly. However, if
fresh seed crystals were introduced into a suspension in which
the reaction had already been suppressed, dissolution of the new
crystallites resumed immediately but only to exactly the same
extent as for the first part of the experiments.21 The same
phenomenon was observed in repeated dissolution experiments,
using ultrapure chemicals (calcium chloride, 99.999%, potassium
dihydrogen phosphate, 99.99%, Aldrich Chemical Co., MO, and
sodium chloride, 99.999%, Fisher Scientific, NJ).20,21,45

Another explanatory factor that must be taken into account
is the possibility of hydrolysis leading to calcium phosphate
phase transformation under certain conditions.26-28 In this case,
the formation of less soluble surface phases could be interpreted
as dissolution inhibition. However, this possibility was ruled
out in previous studies on OCP dissolution.21,46 Here, even
stronger experimental proof that dissolution suppression was

not due to phase hydrolysis is provided by results for HAP
dissolution. If hydrolysis was the reason for dissolution sup-
pression, it should not have been observed for HAP in contrast
to the data shown in Figure 3.

Dissolution rate reduction was previously attributed to
changes in the number of active dislocations on the crystal
surfaces,F.21,47,48 The rate, assumed to be proportional toF,
would therefore be dependent on the decreasing crystal mass,
m. To test this explanation, two OCP crystal seed preparations
of different sizes were examined, the larger with a specific
surface area of 14.8 m2 g-1 and the smaller at 32.8 m2 g-1.
Plots of the resultantJ/Jint against∆m/mint with σ ) 0.171 are
shown in Figure 4 in which,Jint andmint are the flux rate and
seed mass at zero time, respectively, and∆m represents the
dissolved mass. At∆m/mint e 0.2, the plots show a more rapid
rate deceleration (J/Jint) at the commencement of the small seed
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Figure 1. Plots of flux rate (J) against time for DCPD dissolution at
different undersaturations.

Figure 2. Plots of titrant volume against time for OCP dissolution at
different undersatsaturations (pH) 6.00, I ) 0.15 mol L-1, 37 °C).
The rates decrease virtually to zero; dashed lines show the calculated
titrant volume for complete crystal dissolution. The percentages of
dissolved crystals increased from 30% atσ ) 0.171 to 55% atσ )
0.525.

Figure 3. CC curves for HAP, showing incomplete dissolution at
constant undersaturation (pH) 4.50, I ) 0.15 mol L-1, 37 °C).
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dissolution as compared with the larger crystallites. Only when
the value of∆m/mint increased above 0.3 didJ decrease rapidly
with loss of mass. Figure 4 shows that althoughJ decreases
with ∆m, the direct proportionality to be expected from the
previously proposed model is absent.24,25,47-51 In addition, this
model cannot be reconciled with the observed decrease in
dissolution rate at lower undersaturation that is larger than that
at higher driving force for the same mass reduction (Figure 5).

Another important observation was that, if the calcium
phosphate crystallites that had undergone the suppressed dis-
solution were removed by filtration and re-immersed in solutions
of the same undersaturations, dissolution did not take place.
However, if the undersaturation of the solution was changed to
either higher or lower values, dissolution of the remaining
crystallites resumed to new well-defined limited extents.21

Critical Condition Concepts. Dislocations play an important
role in crystal growth in which the first step is the formation of
a two-dimensional hillock as a surface nucleus as shown in
Figure 6a with an increase of edge energy of (2πrγ). Previous
studies of the calcium phosphates have suggested that dissolution
is initiated by surface polynucleation. For an analogous dis-
solution model, the first step will be the formation of a pit. Thus,

the surface becomes rough and the total edge length and edge-
free energy increases with a positive contribution to the second
term of eq 1, while the first term remains negative in an
undersaturated solution. It is only when a pit of critical size is
reached that dissolution becomes spontaneous. Moreover, it can
be seen in Table 1 that the second term of eq 1 may not be
negative for all possible dissolution cases.

Recent in situ AFM and SECM6-8 crystal growth and
dissolution studies of another biomineral, calcite,52 and some
soluble salts4,5 confirm a dependence of the growth/dissolution
speed (monitored by the movement of growth steps) on step
length,l, and its critical value,lc. These are related by eq 6,9,10

in which R∞ is the rate whenl is infinitely large and the role of
lc is similar to that ofr* for crystal nucleation. Frequently, the
dissolution step movement rate can be treated as a reference
for the experimental linear/flux dissolution rates.

It is of interest to apply this model to the present situation
where, as a result of limitations in current technology, the
reaction cannot be followed at a molecular level nor canlc be
measured directly. For dissolution, the maximum lengthl is
limited by the size of the crystals as the dissolution lines must
be contained within crystal surfaces, suggesting that crystal size
will be a decisive factor. We assume, at constant solution species
concentrations, that when the crystal sizes are sufficiently small,
the average dissolution step length,l, will be related to the
average crystal size,L, i.e., l ∝ L. Discussion of the dissolution
mechanism is thereby facilitated sincelc andLc may be taken
as the average critical step length and crystal size, respectively.
Thus, the relationship between the average dissolution rate and
the average crystal size can be expressed by eq 7:

Since the values ofR∞ are unknown in our experiments, they(49) Eshelby, J. D.J. Appl. Phys.1953, 24, 176.
(50) Hirth, J. P.; Frank, F. C.Philos. Mag.1958, 3, 1110.
(51) Hirth, J. P.; Lothe, J.Theroy of Dislocations; Wiley: New York,

1982.
(52) Teng, H. H.; Dove, P. M.; Orme, C.; Yoreo, J. J. De.Science1998,

282, 724.

Figure 4. Plots of J/Jint against∆m/mint for the dissolution of OCP
crystals of different sizes atσ ) 0.173.

Figure 5. Plots of J/Jint against∆m/mint for the dissolution of OCP
crystals at different undersaturations. The decrease ofJ/Jint at low
undersaturation is greater than that at high undersaturation for the same
extent of dissolved mass.

Figure 6. Formation of a hillock (a) and pit (b) during two-dimensional
nucleation for growth and dissolution, respectively. Only when the
nuclei size,r, reaches the critical value,r* , does the growth/dissolution
proceed spontaneously.

R(l) ) R∞(1 - eσlc/l - 1

eσ - 1 ) (6)

R ) R∞(1 - eσLc/L - 1

eσ - 1 ) (7)
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are replaced by the initial dissolution rates,Ro. Assuming that
L ≈ L* when the dissolution is suppressed, the resulting plots
of R/Ro against [1- (eσLc/L - 1)/(eσ - 1)] for OCP and DCPD
at different undersaturations (Figures 7a and 7b, respectively)
are seen to be linear, in agreement with this model. During
dissolution, the crystallites become smaller and the average
lengths of the dissolution steps,l, decrease and approach the
critical value,lc. The resulting decrease in [1- (eσlc/l - 1)/(eσ

- 1)] leads to a decrease in the dissolution rate,R. When the
crystal is sufficiently small, the surface geometry of the
dissolving crystal does not favor the nucleation of new pits and
the limiting dissolution step size is near this critical condition
with [1 - (eσlc/l - 1)/(eσ - 1)] ∼0.

For dissolution,∆g is given by eq 8,

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant andT is the absolute temper-

ature. Combing eqs 2 and 8 shows thatr* and lc are related to
the undersaturation, becoming smaller as the latter increases.
Thus, although the values ofl may reach their critical limits in
solutions of lower undersaturation, causing the reaction to be
effectively arrested, they are still greater than the critical value
under conditions of higher undersaturation so that the remaining
crystallites can continue to dissolve when exposed to such
solutions.

SEM crystal growth studies have shown that the critical radius
determines the spacing between the dislocation steps,yo,9,10,56

and

It can be seen that DCPD crystals that have undergone
suppressed dissolution (Figures 8b and 8c) have numerous steps
and pits as compared with those prior to dissolution (Figure
8a). These steps and pits have approached their critical limits
so that their movement is essentially suppressed. New pits/steps
are required for reaction resumption, but their sizes will be
limited by that of the equilibrated rough dissolved crystal face,
making it difficult to meet the critical requirements. Furthermore,
in agreement with the proposed model, the dissolution-sup-
pressed DCPD crystals from solutions of higher undersaturation
have much shorter step spacing (Figure 8c) than those at lower
undersaturation (Figure 8b). The estimatedyo values are 0.5
and 0.15µm at σ values of 0.06 and 0.173, respectively; the
ratio being 3.3. Combining eqs 2, 8, and 9, the values ofyo,
proportional to the term (1/|ln(1 - σ)|), are approximately 16.2
and 5.3 at these two undersaturations; the ratio, 3.1, is close to
that estimated from the step spacing. Similar results were
obtained for TCP22 for which SEM revealed the detailed surface
condition at dissolution suppression and suggested the relation-
ship between the spacing of the dissolution steps and the critical
radius. The good agreement with the proposed model provides
added support for the dissolution model presented in this paper.

The present AFM studies of DCPD dissolution in continu-
ously flowing undersaturated solution revealed step movement
on the crystal surfaces and the development of pits. Dissolution
is initiated and controlled by the formation and subsequent
growth of pits, which become larger and deeper during the
reaction until they intersect. New smaller pits are then nucleated
on the flat terraces, but not all the pits contribute to the
dissolution process. Figures 9a and 9b show that in the
dissolution of DCPD atσ ) 0.060 only the relatively large pits/
steps (G) contribute to dissolution, whereas although the smaller
ones (S) exist on the surface, they are stationary and do not
appear to contribute to the reaction. These inert pits/steps remain
on the surface until replaced by other, “active”, dissolution steps.
When these small pits dominate the crystal surface, the

(53) Land, T. A.; Yoreo, J. J. De.J. Cryst. Growth2000, 208, 623.
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4462.
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J. J. De.Nature1999, 399, 442.
(56) Chernov. A. A.SoV. Phys.1961, 4, 116.

Table 1. Values of the First and Second Terms of Equation 1 at Different Dissolution Cases

cases ∆gπr2/Ω (first term) 2πrγ (second term)

dissolution
form hillock

away from source <0 <0

step containing source <0 ) 0 (edge length is constant)
>0 (edge length increases)

pit creation from flat surface <0 >0
dissolution from dislocation

sources with Burger’s vectors
perpendicular to surface

<0 >0

Figure 7. Plots ofR/R0 as a function of [1- (eσLc/L - 1)/(eσ - 1)] for
OCP (a) and DCPD (b). The linearity is in agreement with the proposed
model.

∆g ) -kT|ln S| ) -kT|ln(1 - σ)| (8)

yo ∝ lc (9)
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dissolution rate is reduced to near zero as in the CC kinetic
experiments. Atσ ) 0.060, the sizes of these small pits are
about 0.3-0.5 µm, in agreement with the SEM observation,
suggesting that no “active” pits form on the dissolution-
suppressed surfaces withyo ∼0.45 µm. This result further
supports the relationship between the dissolution rate and pit/
step size, and it is also interesting to note that, for the same
change inL (or crystal mass,m), lc at low undersaturation is
greater than that at higherσ values. The change in the term [1
- (eσLc/L - 1)/(eσ - 1)] is greater and the decrease in dissolution

rate is therefore more noticeable, in agreement with the present
results and those reported previously.20-22

Although a crystal surface may reach the critical limit, leading
to an apparent dissolution suppression, thermodynamics requires
that it cannot stop in an absolute sense in an undersaturated
solution but it may be too slow to be detected by CC. It is
suggested that dissolution consists of at least two parts: one,
the narrowly defined decrease in length of screw and dislocation
lines, and the other, the surface rearrangement or the movement
of the dislocations themselves, disappearing and renucleating
during the reaction. Although dissolution almost stops, reaching
an “equilibrium state”, the movement of the dislocations on the

Figure 8. SEM of DCPD crystal seeds (a) and those remaining after
dissolution termination (b) atσ ) 0.060 and (c) 0.173.

Figure 9. DCPD dissolution atσ ) 0.060 initiated by the formation
and growth of pits. The large pits (G) develop during the experiment
while the small pits (S) are at a standstill, indicating a relationship
between pit growth and critical size. The interval between a and b is 7
min and the image scales are 5× 5 µm.
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surfaces continues extremely slowly, driven by thermodynamic
undersaturation requirements. Thus, since the critical condition
for dissolution suppression cannot be sustained indefinitely,
dissolution then resumes until a new critical condition is reached,
resulting in a stepwise dissolution process.21 Another important
consequence of this model is that it explains why crystals
resulting from a suppressed dissolution experiment at higher
undersaturations can dissolve to a new limit in solutions of lower
undersaturation. The value oflc at higher undersaturation is less
than that at lowerσ, so that when crystals remaining in a
suppressed dissolution experiment are exposed to a solution of
much lower undersaturation,l becomes less thanlc at low
undersaturation. These states are clearly thermodynamically
unstable, especially for suppressed crystallites from experiments
at the highest undersaturations, and the dissolution steps may
be eliminated or reorganized through surface rearrangement. The
result is that dissolution, initiated by the dislocations, can resume
and the low l values may induce the formation of new
dislocation sites, enabling further dissolution to take place.

Recently CC, AFM, and SECM methods have been used to
investigate similar interesting kinetic dissolution phenomena
involving soluble salts in solutions far from their critical
conditions. However, as shown in eq 2, the critical condition is
related to the edge-free energy,γ, which, for the sparingly
soluble salts, is much greater than that for soluble electrolytes
such as sodium chloride.52,53,57,58As a result, the values oflc
are much larger and can be investigated by current SECM, CC,
and AFM experimental techniques. Moreover, the sparingly
soluble crystal seeds are sufficiently small so as to reach critical
conditions more rapidly. In contrast, the edge-free energy values
for soluble salts are very small, leading to much smallerlc
requirements.

Analogously, in the corresponding crystallization processes,
the spontaneous nucleation of soluble salts always occurs when
the supersaturation slightly exceeds unity, but for some calcium
phosphates, nucleation is not observed even atσ > 5. The
changes of chemical potential,∆µ+ and∆µ- for ideal perfect
crystals during growth and dissolution, respectively, are il-

lustrated in Figure 10. However, for real crystals, the chemical
potential near dislocations is greater by the term∆µstress.11

Therefore, in the latter case, the absolute value of the super-
saturation acting upon the central part of a spiral during growth
is greater than the corresponding undersaturation value during
dissolution. This implies that the absolute value of∆g for
dissolution is greater than that for growth, making the critical
dissolution conditions for soluble salts more difficult to attain.
Moreover, the sizes of soluble crystals used for dissolution
studies are always in the millimeter or larger range, whereas
for sparingly soluble salts, with relatively small size and high
lc, the crystals attain critical conditions more readily, and the
“abnormal” dissolution phenomena become more apparent.
Thus, dissolution models developed for soluble systems may
be inappropriate for application to sparingly soluble salts.

In terms of the model presented here, dissolution suppression
is related to crystal size under specific dissolution conditions,
with the same degree of undersaturaion, the size of the
“suppressed” crystals being somewhat independent of the
original crystal size. The SEM micrographs (in Supporting
Information) show that the morphologies and sizes of the
dissolution-suppressed crystallites are almost the same despite
the difference in size of the original seed crystals. Thus, for the
same crystal size, the dissolution percentage prior to suppression
increases withσ. Furthermore, the critical conditions are related
to the solubilities of the crystallites; the higher the solubility,
the smaller the critical crystal size.

Conclusions

Dissolution deceleration and effective suppression and re-
sumption have been investigated using a constant composition
method. These phenomena cannot be explained in terms of
current theories of crystal dissolution, in which critical condi-
tions are not taken into account. It is suggested that one of the
first steps of dissolution is the formation of pits/steps on crystal
surfaces, increasing surface roughness and edge-free energy
during the overall size reduction. When the size is reduced to
that required by the critical conditions, effective rate suppression
is observed in the constant composition experiments. These
suggestions are supported by SEM and AFM data. Since current
solution theories are based on experiments involving soluble
salts, these phenomena were not observed since the critical
conditions were outside the range of the experimental techniques
employed. In the present study, the concepts of critical radius
and the movement of pits/dissolution steps are introduced into
a new theory. The results will be of particular interest in the
dissolution of biological and geological minerals.
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Figure 10. Chemical potentials of the ideal crystal,µcrystal, and solution,
µsolution, at supersaturation and undersaturation;∆µ+ and∆µ- are the
changes of chemical potential for the ideal crystals during growth and
dissolution, respectively.∆µstressis the increase of the chemical potential
in the stressed (real) crystal. making the values of∆µ in real growth
(∆µgrowth) and dissolution (∆µdissolution) processes lower and higher,
respectively, than “ideal”.
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